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ABSTRACT

A Value of Information Analysis of Fracture Prediction Methods
Abdulaziz Almansour, M.S.E.E.R.
The University of Texas at Austin, 2017
Supervisor: Stephen E. Laubach
This thesis applies a multidisciplinary approach to evaluate the technical
effectiveness and economic value of a fracture characterization method that uses limited
core information (including sidewall cores) to diagnose the presence or absence of open
fractures. The potential value of the technique lies primarily in completion decision
making. The characterization method known as the degradation (Dg) index (Laubach,
2003) uses petrographic observations of the unfractured rock (i.e., a fracture surrogate) to
overcome the inherently incomplete sampling that limits analysis of large fractures.
Relying on recent insights into how progressive diagenesis and fracture growth interact,
degradation index predicts whether large fractures (aperture > 0.1 mm) are sealed or open
by measuring the abundance of rock-mass cement that precipitated after fractures ceased
opening. I conducted an accuracy assessment of the predictions using degradation index
profiles for wells from the Upper Cretaceous Mesaverde Group Sandstones, Piceance
Basin in Colorado; Lower Cretaceous Frontier Formation, Green River Basin, Wyoming;
Permian Wolfcamp sandstone, West Texas; and Permian Weber sandstone, Rangely Field,
Colorado. Results indicate that the accuracy of the degradation index technique is around
82%. To determine the economic value of insights provided by the technique, we used
decision analysis and Bayes’ theorem to perform a Value of Information (VOI) analysis.
Since the parameters that go into calculating the VOI are mostly unique to specific
locations and depend on the exact design of the well, I built a user-friendly spreadsheet
model to calculate VOI using play-specific geologic and cost parameters. Using a range of
vi

typical costs for a vertical well drilled into a tight sandstone formation having multiple
completion targets, I calculated the VOI at US$ 151,750. In the base case scenario, the VOI
of the degradation index is most sensitive to completion costs, accuracy of the degradation
index, expected revenue from a successful well, and probabilities we assign to the state and
presence of fractures in this order.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES
Exploration and development decisions are made under uncertainty, and decision
makers need to estimate risk (e.g., Rose, 2001) and decide what, if any, further information
to collect in order to make optimal business decisions. In low-porosity petroleum
reservoirs, fractures are a main driver of permeability and, ultimately, well economics. For
example, contrasts in natural fracture attributes may account for differences in production
response, including the difference between economically valuable producers and costly dry
holes (Laubach, 2003; Cumella and Scheevel, 2008; Solano, Zambrano and Aguilera,
2011; Ameen et al., 2012; Laubach et al., 2016). Yet direct measurement of fracture
attributes is expensive and at best incomplete because large fractures are widely spaced
and are systematically missed even using expensive coring and logging operations (Narr,
1991). The probability of intercepting vertical fractures with vertical wells is extremely
small, and previous work has approximated the probability by the ratio of wellbore
diameter (ca. 10 cm) to average fracture spacing (commonly meters to many tens of meters)
(Terzaghi, 1965; Narr, 1991; Lorenz and Hill, 1992; Li et al., 2017). For the areas where
large fractures are clustered or moderately to widely spaced, fractures are likely to be
missed due to their spatial distribution even by the most complete logging and coring
programs, which will consequently result in a nonsystematic and incomplete dataset. Even
in horizontal drilling, great uncertainty in undiagnosed fracture-system heterogeneity may
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result in unexpected exploration and development outcomes (see Barr, 2007; Billingsley
and Kuuskraa, 2006).
Thus, lack of tools to systematically measure or reliably infer fracture attributes and
quantify uncertainty associated with fracture measurements presents decision makers with
serious challenges. Additional, expensive data may not be informative, but production
surprises—a hallmark of fractured reservoirs—could lead to incorrect development
decisions including missed opportunities.
In practice, the role of natural fractures is typically retrospectively inferred from
well test results and from discrepancies between expected and observed production (e.g.,
Nelson, 2001; Gonzales and Aguilera, 2013; Stephenson and Coflin, 2015) rather than from
direct or indirect observations of fracture porosity, size, or connectivity. Although recent
technological advancements in logging tools that image fractures in the wellbore and better
practices in coring operations allow fractures that are encountered to be measured more
reliably, such tests are expensive and data on fractures typically remain persistently
incomplete and the issue of inadequate or missing data remains.
In summary, a major limitation on actionable sub-surface fracture characterization
is the challenge of obtaining consistent and sufficient data on essential fracture attributes
where direct observation is probabilistically unlikely. This thesis will focus on
characterization techniques that attempt to solve this challenge that are made possible by
recent advances in understanding fracture diagenesis—mineral precipitation and
dissolution in host rocks and fractures. Recent advances in understanding how natural
fractures grow in the context of their geochemical environment (Laubach, 2003; Lander
2

and Laubach, 2015) implies that some fracture attributes, including—crucially—whether
or not fractures are open and capable of conducing fluid flow, can be inferred from
relatively inexpensive rock samples collected using wireline tools (Laubach and Gale,
2006). Although the techniques assessed here neglect other factors that may influence the
role of reservoir fractures such as the modern or current state of stress or factors governing
fracture growth, diagenesis is a principal control on whether or not fractures are open and
thus potentially vital information for decision makers to have.
Value of Information (VOI) analysis is a systematic way to identify valuable and
uneconomical data collection (Bradvold et al., 2009). Although used in the petroleum
industry (i.e., Coopersmith and Cunningham, 2002; Bradvoldt et al., 2009; Bradvolt and
Begg, 2010; Peel and Brooks, 2015), the VOI approach has not been applied to natural
fracture analysis methods. A VOI approach is well suited to tight gas sandstones, where
natural fractures can enhance well performance, but where fracture attributes can vary from
location to location or completion target to completion target within a well (Laubach,
2003).
The objective of this thesis is to use geologic, engineering and VOI analysis to
evaluate the technical effectiveness and economic value of a specific fracture
characterization method, but the procedure is general and can be applied to other types of
geologic analysis. An accuracy assessment of fracture attribute predictions is combined
with a decision-analysis framework to quantify the VOI of a fracture characterization
method that uses limited core information (including sidewall cores) to diagnose the
presence or absence of open fractures. Since the parameters that go into calculating the
3

VOI are mostly unique to the location and are dependent on the specific design of the well,
I built a user-friendly Microsoft Excel© model that can be used by decision makers to
calculate the VOI using play-specific geologic and cost parameters.

1.2 MOTIVATIONS FOR THE RESEARCH
A common although rarely explicitly stated view among geoscientists and
engineers is that acquiring more data and conducting more tests is always better. However,
acquiring subsurface data is expensive, and when faced with a budget, the need to evaluate
any benefit from acquiring data is clear. A standard text on reservoir fracture evaluation,
Nelson (1985), illustrates the point. Nelson advises ‘a systematic approach to the gathering
and analysis of pertinent data’ and describes a wide array of approaches applicable
throughout the life cycle of exploration and development. Nelson prefaces his account with
a warning that ‘care should always be taken to make sure that the degree of analysis and
evaluation is commensurate with the particular problem being addressed. It is easy to get
lost in detail and data acquisition and lose sight of the economic questions’ but the
emphasis is on acquiring a complete database on fractures. No rigorous method is offered
for deciding if data acquisition is technically or economically commensurate with the
problem at hand. It is this issue that my research addresses.
A central challenge that faces all decision makers are the questions of when and
how much to invest in new information gathering opportunities, such as acquiring seismic,
well logs, or cores. These questions are inherently difficult due to high costs and
uncertainty about what if anything of value will be revealed by the new data. Determining
4

whether an information gathering opportunity will add more value than it costs is not an
easy process. One of the most useful applications of decision analysis is its ability to
distinguish between valuable or wasteful information gathering opportunities (Bratvold et
al., 2009).
In this thesis, I review the influences on the Value of Information (VOI) and explain
how decision analysis and Bayes’ theorem can be used to perform a VOI analysis on the
practical applications of fracture characterization methods.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW AND OVERVIEW
2.1 Geologic Concepts and Background
2.1.1 SEEKING LARGE OPEN FRACTURES
Diagnosing the presence of fractures and whether and how they may affect
reservoir behavior is crucial in exploration and development. The term natural fractures is
used in the literature to refer to different types of structures that can also contribute to
enhanced fracture permeability such as faults. In this thesis, we use the term fractures to
specifically refer to opening-mode joints. Diagnosing fracture attributes is challenging as
natural fractures are exceedingly hard to sample systematically because they are typically
widely and irregularly arranged and have small aspect ratios relative to subsurface probes
and thus are easily missed (Narr, 1991; Ortega et al., 2006). Yet wide variations in
production response in unconventional reservoirs in general, and tight-gas sandstones in
particular (e.g., Solano et al., 2014), indicates that fractures should be accounted for in
exploration and development decision making. Higher than expected production suggests
that fractures provide connectivity and gas migration pathways between matrix pores,
hydraulic fractures, and the wellbore in some tight gas sandstones (Finley and Lorenz,
1991). The presence of opening-mode fractures in Mesaverde Group sandstone in the
Piceance Basin increased in situ permeabilities measured from well flow tests by up to
three orders of magnitude more than the matrix permeabilities measured from core
(Cumella and Scheevel, 2008). Similar effects are widely known for other tight gas
sandstones (Dutton et al., 1993; Solano et al., 2014).
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The size or size distribution of open fractures in contact with the wellbore can
strongly influence how fractures modify fluid flow (Philip et al., 2005; Olson et al., 2009;
Marrett et al., 2017), so after ascertaining if fractures are present, determining fracture size
distributions and whether or not fractures are open are key characterization steps. The
components of fracture size are aperture, length, and height, of which aperture only can be
sampled at all systematically (e.g., Hooker et al., 2009). Core and outcrop data show that
fractures range over many orders of magnitude in aperture, length, and height (Schultz, et
al., 2013). Some fracture sets are better described by power-law aperture size distributions
than by exponential, normal, or log-normal distributions (Hooker et al., 2014; Gale et al.,
2014).
Documenting, or accurately predicting fracture size is a major, mostly unresolved
challenge. In the following, I ignore fracture size and only focus on whether fractures are
open or sealed. In the context of some tight gas sandstones, such an approach may be
admissible. For example, some tight gas sandstones may be pervasively fractured within
certain rock types owing to fracture driven by gas generation (Fall et al., 2012; 2015;
English and Laubach, 2017).
If present, fractures can be either open or sealed (Laubach, 2003). Open versus
sealed fractures can be taken into account in permeability estimation (Laubach et al., 2010),
in estimating the compliance and tendency of fracture to close in the current stress field
(Laubach et al. 2004) and in forecasting the effects of fractures on seismic response (Sayers
et al., 2009). In the following, I ignore fracture connectivity and assume that the presence
of open fractures considerably increases the effective permeability of the the rock. In the
7

context of some tight gas sandstones, this is permissible as demonstrated by the work of
Philip et al (2005) and Olson et al. (2009). Moreover, the heterogeneity in the distribution
of fracture-filling minerals presents an opportunity for selectively targeting fractures that
enhances permeability.

2.1.2 SEALED AND OPEN FRACTURES AND PRODUCTION RESPONSE
For many years, research on the attributes of natural opening-mode fractures that
might influence oil and gas production focused on the size, shape, and patterns of fractures
and how those attributes could be explained and predicted by principles of mechanics,
views exemplified by key overview papers and reviews (i.e., Nelson, 1985; Engelder, 1985;
Hancock, 1985; Pollard and Aydin, 1988). Opening-mode fractures are widespread in
rocks at the Earth’s surface, and most such fractures lack associated mineral deposits.
Instead, they are barren joints. This lack of evidence for chemical processes in ubiquitous
and easily observed fractures was likely one of the key reasons that study of cement
deposits in fractures was neglected (Laubach et al., 2010). But in the late 1980’s, with
accelerated, systematic exploration and development of tight gas sandstones, research
cores revealed that fractures are widespread in these deeply buried, or formerly deeply
buried rocks. Moreover, core studies showed that mineral deposits are ubiquitous, that they
fill some fractures but merely line others, and that some deposits contain textural evidence
that precipitation occurred at the same time that fractures were opening (Laubach, 1988).
Cement and other deposits could plausibly impede fluid flow in fractures (Laubach, 1988;
Lorenz et al., 1998) and evidence for other processes tending to close fractures such as in
8

situ stress (Lorenz et al., 1989; Lorenz, 1999) did not match predictions. For example,
Laubach et al. (2014) used core data, stress measurements, and fluid flow data to
demonstrate that the current maximum horizontal compressive stress does not necessarily
coincide with the direction of open fractures in the subsurface. Another example is the
work presented by Laubach et al. (2016), where fracture sets oriented at a high angle to
current maximum horizontal compressive stress were shown to remain open at great
depths. Explanations of how fractures influence oil and gas production clearly needed to
account for cement deposits.
Core observations show that in a given play or field, some large fractures are open
but lined with cement, whereas others of comparable size are completely sealed and others
have intermediate degrees of infill (Laubach, 2003). Sealed fractures commonly have very
low porosity, and therefore are unlikely to be fluid flow conduits. In some cases, the switch
from open to sealed fractures occurs over quite short distances, i.e., well to well or bed to
bed. The effect of cement deposits on producibility is evident where large fractures of the
same set occur in the same sandstone in nearby wells and zone-specific production is
available. Unsurprisingly, where there is a binary contrast in the degree to which large
fractures are filled with cement (all open versus all sealed), open fractures correlate with
fluid flow and sealed fractures correspond to unproductive wells (Laubach, 2003).
Even where differences in well engineering are minimal, and other geologic
attributes such as rock type and porosity are comparable, production contrasts could be a
consequence of other natural fracture attributes such as differences in size, abundance, and
compliance (which affects the tendency for fractures to close under load). In the example
9

between 0.1 and 0.01 mm or less, and lines ope
tures, 32 are open but quartz lined, and 45 contain
fractures. However, in vertical core from adjacen
polymineralic cements and are partly to completely
wells in slightly shallower sandstones, sealed fracture
sealed. Postkinematic cements are primarily ferroan
are found in rocks having high degradation (Cumel
dolomite and ankerite. For 251 analyses, average
et al., 2002).
postkinematic-cement volume is a mere 3.4%. ComHigh degradation correctly predicted sealed macro
paring open, partly sealed, and filled fractures with
fractures in all four dolomites in this study. For ex
nearby degradation estimates shows that 98% of prein Figure 1, fractures have comparable aperture size distributions, are about equally
ample, Cretaceous Cupido dolomite contains sever
dicted open fractures correspond to open fractures
fracture sets. Synkinematic dolomite, an emergen
and 93% of predicted partly sealed and sealed fractures

abundant in both wells, and the open fractures are not prone to mechanical closure.

Figure 10. Fracturequality predictions (degradation) versus depth
compared with 15 fractu
observations, Permian
Wolfcamp sandstone,
west Texas. Degradation
(green and orange square
identified depths having
open and sealed fractures
(green circles and red triangles, respectively). Note
that the well having most
sealed fractures is a dry
hole, probably because o
the absence of fractureenhanced permeability.
Wells were indistinguishable according to porosit
logs. Inset shows box plo
of laboratory helium porosity measurements: bo
center third of data; bar,
mean; circles, outliers.

Figure 1: A plot of 15 large fracture observations (green circles and red triangles) versus
depth compared with fracture-quality predictions (degradation index, green
and orange squares) in the Permian Wolfcamp sandstone, West Texas. The
producer well is Mitchell 1B-7, and the dry hole well is University 29-1.
Inset shows box plot of laboratory helium porosity measurements: box,
center third of data; bar, mean; circles, outliers (from Laubach, 2003).
The results in Figure 1 therefore suggest that information about the location of open
fractures should be used in exploration and development decision making. And in
principle, such information could be applied in protocols for evaluating opportunities (Otis
and Schneidermann. 1997). But there are problems. Examples such as the one illustrated
10

Laubach

57

in Figure 1 are rare. If fracture attributes could be sampled as a matter of course with widely
used, inexpensive wireline techniques, open and sealed fractures could be mapped, fracture
attribute maps could be compared with production maps, and the effectiveness of an ‘open
fracture’ predictor of high producibility could be evaluated. The generally wide (>10 cm)
spacing of fractures means that even if logging tools could accurately distinguish open and
sealed fractures, the inevitable extremely sparse fracture sampling precludes using direct
observation as a way to systematically map open versus sealed fractures. Seismic methods
provide some information about fractures (e.g., Al-Hawas et al., 2003) but pervasive but
small fractures in tight gas sandstones are below seismic detection. Moreover, geologic
studies show that zones of sealed and open fractures are commonly interspersed vertically
over short (meter to decimeter scale) distances in a given location (Laubach, 2003; Laubach
and Ward, 2006). Common industry practice is to commingle production from such zones
(Kukal et al., 1983; Spencer, 1989; Luo et al., 2014), a circumstance that impedes
correlation of fracture attributes with production response.

2.1.3 PROCESSES THAT SEAL FRACTURES
In order to understand how it might be possible to overcome the problem of not
being able to systematically sample large fractures and accurately infer if they are open or
sealed from small samples that do not contain fractures, an understanding is needed of
recent insights into how fractures seal. In many rocks, cement precipitation and cement
growth is a dominant diagenesis process that, under moderate to deep burial, highly favors
freshly fractured surfaces (Laubach, 2003). Due to the porous and commonly permeable
11

nature of sedimentary rocks, shared dissolution and cement precipitation in the pores of the
host-rock and fracture network is expected to a certain extent. However, fracture-opening
processes, size, and timing are significantly different.
In tight gas sandstone, where quartz is commonly a volumetrically important
cement diminishing host rock porosity and permeability (Dutton et al., 1993), quartz is
commonly found in all fracture sets (Laubach, 1988; Lorenz et al., 1991; Laubach and
Ward, 2006).
The process of and controls on quartz accumulation in fractures are now well
understood (see Lander and Laubach, 2015). Unlike metamorphic veins, cements in
sedimentary rocks precipitate as thin veneers or rinds on fracture walls and as localized
and thicker deposits known as bridges. Lander and Laubach (2015) show that quartz
cements in fractures exhibit several patterns that can be correlated with fracture size and
timing relative to burial history. First, smaller fractures are typically more completely filled
with quartz compared to wider fractures within the same set. Second, deeper and hotter
rocks tend to completely fill fractures with quartz compared to fractures within the same
set and rock formation at shallower depths. Third, where several fracture sets are present
in the same formation, older fracture sets tend to be more completely filled with quartz
than younger sets. Fourth, fractures in adjacent sandstones of the same age and under the
same thermal history but of differing composition will exhibit different sealing patterns.
Fractures in quartzose sandstones tend to completely fill with quartz compared to fractures
in sandstones with greater abundances of feldspar and lithic grains.
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Lander and Laubach (2015) presented a model that accounts for the different
patterns in crystal growth and internal textures in quartz cements in sandstone fractures.
These include the massive sealing deposits, thin veneers or rinds that line fracture walls,
and the much thicker and highly localized bridge structures. The model shows that rind
morphologies develop when the rate of fracture opening is more than two times the fastest
rate of quartz growth. The massive sealing, on the contrary, develop when the rate of
fracture opening is less than two times the fastest rate of quartz growth. Bridge structures
develop when the rate of fracture opening is between the rind morphologies and massive
sealing cases.
A consequence of this process is that small, narrow fractures seal with quartz much
more readily than do large, wide fractures. The pattern of sealing small fractures while
leaving some of the larger fractures open and lined by rinds of quartz is illustrated in more
detail in Figure 2. In Figure 2 a-c, synkinematic cement seals microfractures while leaving
larger fractures open due to their larger size, smaller area-to-volume ratios, and possibly
more frequent or rapid reopening (Laubach, 2003; Lander and Laubach, 2015). Quartz is
commonly the most voluminous cement in microfractures and the rock mass. Therefore,
large aperture size is important in potentially preserving fracture open pore space. In many
sandstones, at a certain threshold aperture in the 0.1 to 1 mm range, termed emergent
threshold, sealed microfractures transition into possibly open macrofractures (Laubach,
2003) (Lander and Laubach, 2015). The emergent threshold is likely a function of the
fracture opening rate, thermal history of the rock, and rock texture and composition (Lander
and Laubach, 2015) and the overall geochemical system governed by rock composition.
13

For example, an emergent threshold has been successfully reproduced in qualitative
modeling of quartz cementation of fractures in sandstones at ~1 mm (Lander and Laubach,
2015), similar emergent threshold values are found in dolostones (Gale et al., 2004), much
lower values seem to typify shales (Gale et al., 2014), but larger emergent threshold values
have been observed (up to 11 mm) in limestones (Gale, 2002).

Figure 2:

Cements can be divided into those that predate (prekinematic), accompany
(synkinematic) and postdate (postkinematic) fracture opening (Laubach
1988). This diagram from Laubach (2003) illustrates the typical distribution
patterns of cements in fracture sandstones. In sandstone quartz is typically
synkinematic, and various carbonate and other phases are postkinematic.
The fill patterns of synkinematic quartz are modeled by Lander and Laubach
(2015), where the slow accumulation rates of quartz at a range of
temperatures explains why quartz leaves wide fractures persistently open.
14

A critical result from models that show that quartz accumulates very slowly over a
wide range of temperature histories (Lander et al., 2008; Lander and Laubach, 2015) is the
prediction that once formed, large fractures in tight gas sandstones will persist in an open
state for millions of years. This prediction is consistent with observed low emergent
thresholds, noted above, but is demonstrated more definitively by studies that use
sequences of fluid inclusion microthermometric data from crack-seal quartz cement to
deduce fracture thermal histories. Such studies constrain the pressure temperature
conditions under which fractures formed. By comparing fracture thermal histories with
thermal histories independently derived from burial history, these studies show that open
fracture porosity persists for millions of years in tight gas sandstones (Becker et al., 2010;
Fall et al., 2012; 2015; Laubach et al., 2016; English and Laubach, 2017). Closure of
fractures by quartz cementation requires many tens of millions of years at high temperature
or very high temperatures for shorter periods (Laubach and Diaz-Tushman, 2009). Thus,
model predictions and petrologic reconstructions of fractures indicate that once formed,
large fractures in tight gas sandstones should be impervious to closure by quartz
cementation. Other studies show that fractures in tight gas sandstones are quite stiff, and
appear not to be very susceptible to closure by mechanical means, such as in situe stress
conditions (Laubach et al., 2014).
However, quartz deposits are not the only kinds of cement deposits in tight gas
sandstone fractures. Another way to seal opening-mode fractures is shown in Figure 2d,
based on core observations, where large fractures contain a synkinematic cement bridge
and pore volume not filled with quartz, but are sealed with postkinematic non-quartz
15

cement. Examples like this show that large fracture size is no guarantee that porosity is
preserved. Other phases, commonly carbonate minerals, and frequently precipitated after
fractures ceased opening (postkinematic cements under static conditions) are more
effective in sealing larger fractures than synkinematic quartz.
Those static, potentially open fractures can be thought of as a large variety of pore.
Relatively impervious to sealing by quartz accumulation, they nevertheless can be closed
by other phases. Therefore, the degree of occlusion in these fractures depends on the
quantity of other, post-fracture phases deposited in the system. Following Laubach (2003),
these other late phases are called postkinematic cement. If copious postkinematic cement
is present, large fractures that otherwise would have been open, may be sealed. The higher
the degree of occlusion, the less effective fluid conduits fractures become.
Some of the textural relations used to identify relative timing, and related
background literature, are reviewed in Appendix 1. The relative timing of the cements in
host rock and fracture can be determined by overlapping and crosscutting relations. For the
purposes of this study, it is sufficient to note that, based on the literature, given a small (ca.
2 cm2) sample of sandstone, standard petrographic procedures used in the core analysis
service industry can in principle rapidly (ca. 1 hour) quantify the volume of various cement
phases present and deduce from overlapping relations the relative timing of cement
deposition (the paragenetic sequence; e.g., Houseknecht, 1987; Surdam et al., 1989;
Worden and Burley, 2003; Mansurbeg, 2017).
Another key point is as follows. Although in deeply and formerly deeply buried
sandstones, quartz cement is widespread in host rock (McBride, 1989) and in fractures
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(Laubach et al., 2004b), late or postkinematic cement is extremely spatially heterogeneous
(Laubach, 2003). Consequently, whether large fractures are open or sealed with late cement
may vary abruptly over short distances, as discussed further below. Furthermore, unlike
quartz cement, for which a well-tested theoretical model exists that allows accurate
predictions of quartz abundances (see Lander et al., 2008; Lander and Laubach, 2015;
Becker et al., 2010; Ankit et al., 2015), no such model exists for carbonate mineral phases
that constitute the bulk of postkinematic cement. It follows that, if large fractures are not
directly sampled to determine if they are open or filled with postkinematic cement, the
existence of conductive fractures is a matter of considerable uncertainty. How this problem
can be overcome is discussed in the following section.

2.1.4 PRACTICAL APPLICATION: POSTKINEMATIC CEMENT AND DEGRADATION
Fractures formed in the subsurface are subject to the same dissolution and
precipitation phenomena that affect pores in the host-rock. Therefore, the diagenesis in
subsurface fractures and host-rock are generally closely linked. A practical application of
this concept is the characterization method first described in Laubach (2003) and
subsequently successfully tested in the Piceance Basin (Laubach, unpublished, 2012). The
method uses host-rock petrographic observations as surrogates or proxies for direct fracture
observation where fractures do not intersect the wellbore. By measuring in the host rock
the abundance of rock-mass cement that precipitated after fractures ceased opening, the
petrographic surrogate does not require observation of a hard-to-sample large fracture and
thus provides a potentially practical approach to identifying sealed and open fractures.
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The use of microstructural surrogates as proxies was introduced in previous work
where sealed microfractures were used as proxies for large fractures to assess strike
(Laubach, 1997) and fracture intensity (Marrett, Ortega, and Kelsey, 1999; Gale, 2002;
Hooker et al., 2014). However, micrometer-scale fractures by themselves are inadequate
guides to the porosity state of larger fractures since they typically seal with quartz cements
that differ from those non-quartz phases that close larger fractures (Figure 2).
However, the non-quartz phases may exist in the host rock. And the precipitation
sequence of phases in the host rock can be readily deduced from overlapping textural
relations by standard techniques (Appendix 1 and references therein). Therefore, the
cements in the host rock that postdate quartz can in many cases be identified. If the timing
of fractures relative to this paragenetic sequence can be independently determined, for
example, from limited core samples that intersect fractures, then the postkinematic phases
and their volume can be determined from the host rock. These cement volume observations
in the host rock can potentially be used as surrogates for observing the porosity state of
large fractures. If no postkinematic cement is present in the host rock, then any large
fractures would be predicted to be open. But if large volumes of postkinematic cement are
present in the host rock, then large fractures have the potential to be sealed.
Requirements for the surrogate include (1) the volume of postkinematic cement and
(2) information on fracture timing relative to diagenetic sequence in order to identify
postkinematic cement (Laubach, 2003). The volume of postkinematic cement and evidence
for the timing of cements relative to each other comes from conventional petrographic data,
available as a standard service from core analysis contractors. These services provide
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quantitative measures of grain, porosity, and cement volumes (called point-count data from
the method used to obtain in the data from conventional petrographic thin section) and
paragenetic sequence data based on the same standard transmitted light petrographic
observations. With this information and fracture timing information various measures of
postkinematic cement can be found, the simplest being the volume of postkinematic
cement. Another measure that has some advantages is the ratio of postkinematic cement to
the volume of rock available for that cement to fill. This ratio is called the degradation
index (Laubach, 2003).
Fracture timing evidence is usually not readily apparent in conventional host rock
thin sections. In some samples, specialized high-resolution cathodoluminescence imaging
may reveal fractures and locally fracture timing can be obtained from microfractures when
macrofractures are absent. By far the most straightforward information on fracture timing
is obtained from direct observation of large fractures in core (Laubach, 1988; Laubach et
al., 2016). Even rare and archival samples can be used to guide the play-wide use of fracture
surrogates, since in many basins only a limited number of fracture sets are present. In U.S.
domestic tight gas sandstone plays, such potentially useful archival core is widespread (i.e.,
Dutton et al., 1993b). The analysis fracture timing relative to cement in new or existing
core is a simple process. As noted below, such core also allows calibration of surrogates.
Although identification of postkinematic cement within fractures is generally not
challenging, the use of host-rock cement volumes alone as a surrogate has some inherent
limitations. Tight gas sandstones by definition have low and variable porosity (or
intergranular volume if no porosity is present) and thus low and variable capacity of a rock
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to record postkinematic cement percentages. The dominant pore-filling cement phase in
many fractured sandstones is synkinematic quartz, and pore space available for
postkinematic cement is typically variable and commonly below 10% (Laubach, 2003).
The degradation index normalizes postkinematic cement volume to space available, and is
defined as the ratio in the rock of postkinematic cement to available (postfracture) rockmass intra- and intergranular volume (Laubach, 2003). Some of the rock-mass intra- and
intergranular volume may be filled with postkinematic cement and some may be porosity.
The relationship to calculate degradation values is
!"#$%&%'()* ,*&"- =

/012345678249 967652
/012345678249 967652:/0;0142<

× 100

(1)

Degradation values range from 0 percent, implying that large fractures are open (high
quality, low degradation) to 100 percent, implying that large fractures are filled (low
quality, high degradation).
The assumption behind the normalization of postkinematic cement volume to space
available is that postkinematic cement that precipitates in available porosity in the rock
mass is proportional to the postkinematic cement that precipitates in fracture porosity.
Therefore, the percentage of available pore space within the rock mass that is filled with
postkinematic cement can be used to predict the amount of postkinematic cement within
fractures (Figure 3). This quantification aims to link the diagenetic history of the host rock
to fracture sealing. The normalization of postkinematic cement facilitates comparison of
samples with variable postfracture whole-rock volume. Since volumes of postkinematic
cement and porosity are low in many rocks, degradation is commonly a ratio of small
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values. Therefore, the degradation index is highly sensitive to small shifts in porosity and
postkinematic cement. This amplifies signals that are present in the rock-mass porosity that
are otherwise not obvious (Laubach, 2003).

Figure 3:

The volume of postkinematic cement that precipitated in available porosity
in the rock mass can be used as a surrogate to predict the volume of
postkinematic cement precipitation in nearby macrofractures. The
normalization of postkinematic cement allows us to compare samples with
different postfracture whole-rock volume. In this illustration, the normalized
degradation value is 20% in the left, and the normalized degradation value is
50% in the right (from Laubach, 2003).

Degradation and Production Responses
Laubach (2003) found evidence that uniformly high degradation correlates with
reduced fluid flow in fractures in six well pairs where geologic and engineering parameters
were similar and effects of large fractures’ sealing on production responses can be isolated.
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An example from the Permian Wolfcamp sandstone in West Texas is shown in Figures 1,
4, and 5. In this example, whole cores were available from the same turbidite sandstone
unit in each well, and grain compositions and paragenetic sequences of cements were
identical. In both wells, completion and stimulation procedures were similar, and porosity
logs were indistinguishable (Figure 5). Cored intervals in both wells had around 10% of
prekinematic carbonate cement, synkinematic quartz that lined and bridged
macrofractures, and postkinematic ferroan dolomite, calcite, and barite cements. Several
macrofractures having identical strikes were intercepted by both wells.

Figure 4: Regional map that shows the location of example well pairs from the Permian
Wolfcamp sandstone in West Texas. The map shows a simple, welldocumented regional fracture pattern where open fractures strike is at right
angles to current maximum horizontal compressive stress (Laubach,
unpublished, 2013).
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Figure 5:

FMI logs for the well pair example from the Permian Wolfcamp sandstone
in West Texas. The logs indicate open fractures in both wells, but
degradation index accurately predicted open fractures in the producer well
(Mitchell 1B-7) and sealed fractures in the dry hole well (University 29-1).
(Laubach, unpublished, 2002).

As shown in Figure 1, the producer well (Mitchell 1B-7) is dominated by low
degradation values, suggesting open fractures. This is in agreement with the observation of
6 open large fractures (out of 9) in the producer well. On the other hand, the dry hole well
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(University 29-1) is dominated by high degradation values, suggesting sealed fractures.
This is also in agreement with the observation of 6 sealed large fractures (out of 6) in the
dry hole well. The presence of open large fractures in the producer well is probably the
main driver of the high in situ permeability, and the sealing of large fractures in the dry
hole well is the reason the well was unsuccessful. In this particular example, I calculated
the accuracy of the degradation index in predicting the quality of large fractures to be 90%.
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2.2 Value of Information (VOI) Analysis
2.2.1 DECISION ANALYSIS DEFINITIONS AND TOOLS
Grayson (1960) was one of the first to try to convince oil and gas operators that
they can become more successful decision-makers by employing some of the basic
concepts and methods of decision theory. Even though several oil and gas companies have
adopted the applications of decision analysis in their decision making, few real applications
of VOI analysis have been published. Bratvold et al. (2009) conducted a review of SPE
VOI publication in the period between 1962-2006, and only found 30 papers that satisfied
their criteria.
Acquiring information is a core activity in the upstream sector of the oil and gas
activity. “information” is used here to broadly cover many activities that include acquiring
data, performing production and pressure tests, research and development projects, and
hiring consultants. Bratvold et al. (2009) states that beside meeting regulatory requirments,
the main reason for collecting any information should be to make better decisions. The
fundemental question then becomes whether the added value from the improvement in
decision making is worth the cost of acquiring information. This is the question that the
VOI technique is designed to answer.

Decision Analysis Definitions
Bickel (2017) defines a decision as “an irrevocable allocation of resources”, and an
outcome as an “event that follows a decision and whose attractiveness depends upon the
decision that was made and possibly other factors”. The three components of decision25

making, also known as the elements of decision basis, are alternatives, information, and
preferences. Alternatives are what we can do, information are what we know or do not
know, and preferences are what we seek to achieve or hope to avoid.
Bickel (2017) also summarizes the main stages of the decision-making process in
Figure 6. The value of information analyses and sensitivity analyses are performed during
Decision-Making: Theory & Practice
Chapter 1: Decision Analysis

the appraisal stage of the decision making process.
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preferences over outcomes distributed in time and outcomes
with that may occur with different degrees of
likelihood.
Evaluate: Once we have formulated and assessed the decision maker's alternatives, information,
and preferences, we next construct a logical framework for combining these distinct elements and “solve”
for the preferred or recommended alternative.
Appraise: After identifying the preferred alternative, it is often helpful to explore and explain what

number of events, not just the three shown here. p(ei|&) is the probability you assign to the event ei given
your state of information. The events are mutually exclusive, which means that only one of them can
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2

@ A ≡@ C=A

( 2)

Other useful functions include the cumulative distribution function (cdf), F(z),
which is defined as the probability a random variable is less than or equal to a particular
value, and the excess distribution function (edf), G(z), which is defined as the probability
a random variable exceeds a particular value (Bickel, 2017). Mathematically, they are
defined as:
D A =@ C≤A =

HI JH @(A4 )

K A =1−D A =1−@ C ≤A =

(3)
HI MH @(A4 )

(4)

Influence Diagrams
Influence diagrams are graphical tools that represent the probabilistic relationship
between uncertainties and the probabilistic structure of a decision problem (Bickel, 2017).
Influence diagrams use three basic nodes to represents the three decision basis: alternatives,
information, and preferences. Rectangles or squares represent decisions, ovals or circles
represent uncertainties, and octagons represent value measures. Figure 8 explains the
different types of arrows used in influence diagrams.
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location decision. A non-forgetting or timing arrow sequences the order in which decisions are made. It
can also mean that the alternatives one may choose from for the second decision depend upon the
alternative selected for the first decision. Finally, any arrow into the value measure is a functional arrow.
It means simply that the information at the base of the arrow needs to be known to calculate value.
Dependence Arrow: Two uncertainties may be
probabilistically dependent.
Influence Arrow: The probabilities assigned to the
uncertainty are conditioned or influenced by the
alternative that is selected.
Information Arrow: The uncertainty has been
resolved at the time of the decision.
Non-Forgetting or Timing Arrow: The first decision is
made before the second.
Functional Arrow: You need to know what is at the
other end to calculate something, e.g., a value
measure.

Figure 2: Types of arrows used in decision diagrams
Figure 8: Types of arrows used in influence and decision diagrams (Bickel, 2017).
9.2 Examples

We will illustrate
construction
of decision
diagrams with several examples.
2.2.2 the
VALUE
OF INFORMATION
DEFINITIONS

9.2.1

Simplest Decision
The VOI isDiagram
a quantitative method that uses the principles of decision analysis and

Let's begin with the simplest decision we can imagine, a decision with no uncertainty, shown in Figure 3.
Bayes’ theorem to assess the cost effectiveness of information gathering activities (Wilson,

This decision diagram has a single decision (D), a single value node (V), and a functional arrow
2015). It is firmly based within a Bayesian statistical framework that describes probabilities

connecting the two. This diagram could represent many different decision situations. For example,
as measures of beliefs rather than the frequentist approach that describes probabilities as
the long run relative frequency in which an event occurs (Wilson, 2015). The VOI is
© 2016 by J. Eric Bickel. All rights reserved.
defined as the decision maker’s indifferent buying price for the information. A common
misconception is that the VOI is defined as the difference between the value with
information and the value without information (Coopersmith and Cunningham, 2002). This
is true in many cases, including this thesis, but it is not how the VOI in defined. For a more
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2

rigorous definition of the VOI, see chapter 8 of Decision Analysis: Philosophy, Theory,
Practice by Bickel (2017).
In this thesis, I use the special case of a linear utility curve and risk neutrality, in
which the Indifferent Buying Price (IBP) is equal to the Indifferent Selling Price (ISP) and
the Certain Equivalent (CE). In this case, the CE is also equal to the expected monetary
value (EMV) or the probability-weighted average of a deal (Howard and Abbas, 2015).
Formally, the mean (probability-weighted average) is defined as:
C ≡ N C = ∑A. @ A

(5)

The assumption of risk neutrality is a commonly used practical assumption in the
oil and gas industry. The VOI is then calculated as:
QR, =

STU6926V 705628;< W8XY6
Z42[ \;66 45\0;782405

−

STU6926V 705628;< W8XY6
Z42[0Y2 45\0;782405

(6)

The VOI can be divided into two cases: perfect and imperfect information. The first
case is the value of perfect information (VOPI), also referred to as the value of clairvoyance
(VOC), which assumes that the information provides perfect knowledge of the state of the
world. In reality, there are no perfect information, but we still consider the VOPI and use
it as an upper limit on any information-gathering activities. The second case is the value of
imperfect information (VOII), or simply the value of information (VOI), which can never
exceed the VOPI. A crucial parameter in calculating the VOI is the accuracy of the
information-gathering activity. In the case of risk- neutrality, the value of perfect or
imperfect information can be referred to as the expected value of perfect information
(EVPI) or expected value of imperfect information (EVII).
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According to Howard and Abbas (2015), a value adding information gathering
activity must meet four criteria:
1. Observable: The result of the test must be observable prior to making a decision.
2. Relevant: The result of the test must have the ability to change the decision maker’s
beliefs about the distinction of interest. For example, if we are evaluation a
characterization technique that uses observations from the host rock to predict the state
of fractures, there must be an established relationship between the observable
properties of the host rock and the state of large fractures.
3. Material: The result of the test must hold the possibility to change decisions. From an
economic point of view, a test that holds no possibility of changing a decision is
worthless. For example, if a decision maker is facing a decision of drilling or not
drilling a well in a specific location, and if that decision is contingent upon the result
of a test, then that test is material.
4. Economic: The added value of the test must be greater than its cost.

2.3 MODELING INFORMATION GATHERING
In any information-gathering activity, there are two fundamental uncertainties that
we are mostly concerned with. The first one is called the distinction of interest, which is
the uncertainty that we hope to learn about but cannot directly observe. The second one is
called the observable distinction, which represents the results of the test (Howard and
Abbas, 2015). For example, let us consider a fracture prediction test. We are uncertain as
to whether fractures are open or sealed, and we cannot directly observe this (the distinction
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of interest). However, geologists can collect whole cores or sidewall cores to measure the
volume of the particular cement that is responsible for sealing fractures (the observable
distinction). This information structure can be effectively represented through the use of
an “influence” or a “relevance” diagram (Howard and Abbas, 2015).
Figure 9 shows an example of an influence diagram and a probability tree for a
simple information-gathering activity. In the assessed form, we start with a prior
probability distribution over the distinction of interest. The arrow between the two nodes
represents the dependence between the distinction of interest and the observable
distinction, and the accuracy of this dependence between the two distinctions is codified
by the likelihood function (Bratvold et al., 2009). The assessed form is where the
uncertainty of interest precedes the observable uncertainty, and is how we generally assess
the accuracy of the testing procedure (the order in which the information was provided or
assessed). However, the assessed form is not in the order in which the information will
flow in the real world, and that is why we need to reverse the assessment order to the
inferential form (where the observable uncertainty precedes the uncertainty of interest). It
is called inferential form because we are making an inference about the uncertainty of
interest on the basis of our observation. It is important to highlight that the probabilities
shown in the inferential form are not a matter of opinion, but rather a logical consequence
of the assigned probabilities in the assessed form.
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Assessed Form
Prior

Inferential Form
likelihood

Fractures open (O)

Predictor (P)

Posterior

Predictor (P)

J.P (OP)

Predictor shows "Open"
0.70

0.42

J.P (OP)
0.42

0.78
Predictor shows "Open"
0.54

0.60
0.30
Predictor shows "sealed"

0.18

Predictor shows "Open"
0.30

0.12

0.22

0.12

Fractures sealed
1.00

Fractures open

0.18
0.39

0.40

0.46
Predictor shows "sealed"

Fractures sealed
0.70
Predictor shows "sealed"

Figure 9:

Fractures open (O)
Fractures open

Fractures open

1.00

Pre-posterior

0.28

0.61

0.28

Fractures sealed

An influence diagram and a probability tree for a simple informationgathering activity. An application of Bayes’ theorem is reversing the
assessment order from the assessed form to the inferential form.

2.4 BAYESIAN INFERENCE
Reversing the assessment order from the assessed form to the inferential form is an
application of Bayes Rule and is known as Bayesian Inference. Equation (7) shows Bayes
rule, also known as Bayes’ theorem or Bayes’ formula, which provides a normative
procedure for updating our beliefs when we are presented with new information (Bickel,
2017).
@ N|D, & =

U S|& U(`|S,&)
U(`|&)

(7)

In equation (7), we call p(E|&) the prior and p(F|E,&) the likelihood. p(F|&) is the
pre-posterior and p(E|F,&) is the posterior. The posterior is equal to the prior times the
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likelihood divided by a normalization factor, which is the pre-posterior. For more on
Bayesian inference, see part I of Bayesian Data Analysis by Gelman et al. (2014).
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CHAPTER 3: DATA AND METHODOLOGY
3.1 Accuracy Assessment
An accuracy assessment of the degradation index was performed using degradation
index profiles for wells from the Cretaceous Mesaverde Group Sandstones of the Piceance
Basin in Colorado (Figure 10), the Permian Wolfcamp sandstone in West Texas (Figure
1), the Permian Weber sandstone of the Rangeley Field in Colorado (Figure 11), and the
Cretaceous Frontier Formation of Green River Basin in Wyoming (Figures 12 and 13).
Only degradation values that were calculated from samples adjacent to observed large
fractures were considered in the accuracy assessment. A total of 79 large fractures were
observed, and those were the basis for the accuracy assessment. The datapoints that went
into calculating the accuracy of the degradation index in predicting the quality of large
fractures (i.e. how close the predicition is to the independently observed large fracture) are
summarized in Table 1. As shown in Table 1, degradation values are broken into five
categories: values between 0-5% (suggesting a completely open large fracture), values
between 5-50% (suggesting a mostly open large fracture), values between 50-95%
(suggesting a mostly sealed large fracture), and values between 95-100% (suggesting a
completely sealed large fracture), and the “no degradation” category which indicates that
there was no degradation value calculated from a sample that is adjacent to an observed
large fracture. Table 1 also shows the number of observed large fractures that are either
sealed or open. When calculating the accuracy of the degradation index, I counted how
many times the degradation index correctly predicted that a large fracture is open or sealed,
and divided that by the total number of observed large fractures that have degradation
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values that were calculated from adjacent samples then multiplied the result by a hundred.
The accuracy of the degradation index was calculated at just over 82% (Table 1). This
number should be a dynamic one, and as we obtain more data, the accuracy assessment
should be updated.
In order to better understand the effects of large fracture sealing on production
response and how it correlates to degradation values, we needed a very specific dataset that
proved to be challenging to find. The dataset had to have some measure of production
response that can be ascribed to a specific zone. In a tight-gas sandstone formation for
example, a given sandstone should not be comingled with production from other
sandstones. In addition, we needed either a whole core, sidewall cores, or conventional
point count data from that specific zone. Finally, we were looking for a well that had
intercepted several macrofractures.
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Figure 10:

Degradation index profile for a well in the Mesaverde Group Sandstones of
the Piceance Basin in Colorado (Laubach, unpublished).
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fractures, we can discern the pattern of open-fracture
preservation.
Sidewall cores are an economical source of data
where no conventional core is available (Laubach and
Doherty, 1999). Large cuttings that can be tied to
depth may also be a source of fracture-quality data (S.
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Figure 12:

Degradation index profile for the SFE No 4 well in the Frontier Formation
of Green River Basin in Wyoming (Laubach, unpublished).
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Figure 13:

Fracture observations for the SFE No 4 well in the Frontier Formation of
Green River Basin in Wyoming. Veins are sealed fractures. Depths here are
in feet. 1 strike relative to MOL; MOL = master orientation line. 2 Aperture
not measured for open fractures. 3 Spacing measured only for fracture sets. 4
cc = carbonate cement; q = quartz. 5 FIP = fluid-inclusion plane. (Bureau of
Economic Geology, 1995).
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Well info:

Piceance Creek Core 1. Mesaverde Group Sandstones, Piceance Basin, Colorado
Dg Predictions
Observed fractures
Dg (~0%) Dg 05-50% Dg 50-95% Dg (~100%) No Dg
Total

open
Sealed
Total

19
35
54

15
6

2
5

2
6

0
13

0
5

Mitchell 1B-7 and University 29-1, Permian Wolfcamp sandstone, west Texas
Dg Predictions
Observed fractures
Dg (~0%) Dg 05-50% Dg 50-95% Dg (~100%) No Dg

Accuracy of Dg
Index

19
35

89.47%
63.33%

Well info:

open
Sealed
Total

6
9
15

3
0

1
0

0
2

1
6

1
1

Weber Sandstone, Rangeley Field, Colorado
Dg Predictions
Observed fractures
Dg (~0%) Dg 05-50% Dg 50-95% Dg (~100%) No Dg

Accuracy of Dg
Index

Total
6
9

80.00%
100.00%

Well info:

open
Sealed
Total

3
1
4

0
0

3
0

0
0

0
1

0
0

Well SFE NO.4, Frontier Formation, Green River Basin, Wyoming.
Dg Predictions
Observed fractures
Dg (~0%) Dg 05-50% Dg 50-95% Dg (~100%) No Dg

Accuracy of Dg
Index

Total
3
1

100.00%
100.00%

Well info:

open
Sealed
Total

1
5
6

Observed fractures
open
Sealed
Total

Table 1:

29
50
79

0
0

Dg (~0%)
18
6

1
0

0
5

0
0

0
0

Summary of all wells
Dg Predictions
Dg 05-50% Dg 50-95% Dg (~100%) No Dg
7
5

2
13

1
20

1
6

Accuracy of Dg
Index

Total
1
5

Total
29
50

100.00%
100.00%

Accuracy of Dg
Index
89.29%
75.00%
82.14%

Summary of all the datapoints that went into calculating the accuracy
assessment of the degradatio index.

3.2 VOI Model and Parameters
The parameters that go into calculating the VOI are mostly unique to the location,
geology, and specific design of the well. As a result, conducting a VOI analysis for the
degradation index using parameters from a specific field and a specific formation will not
have a high utility and will not be readily reproducible. Therefore, I focused on presenting
a workflow on how to perform a VOI analysis and I built a user-friendly model that can be
used by decision makers to calculate the VOI using play-specific geologic and cost
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parameters to evaluate fracture prediction technologies or tests. The model, which was built
using Microsoft Excel©, can be used for any fracture characterization method as long as we
know its accuracy (Appendix 2).
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In this chapter, I will show the user-interface of the model (Figure 14), and discuss
in more details the parameters and inputs that go into calculating the VOI for the
degradation index. In the base case, I assumed average values for a typical onshore vertical
well drilled into a tight-gas sandstone formation with a depth of 10,000’.
Figure 14 shows the user-interface of the model which has four tables: the output
table, the decision table, the strategy table, and the input table. The user will only have to
input their play-specific geologic and cost parameters into the input table, and the model
will automatically update the rest of the tables. The user has the choice of either using low,
base, or high values for a parameter and then changing the index to 1, 2, or 3 respectively.
Otherwise, the user can just use a single value in the base column. When a parameter is not
in the base case, the model will automatically alert the user by changing the title of the
input table to “Input Table: NOT IN BASE CASE”. The use of index in the model allows
the user to perform sensitivity analysis on all parameters.
The pop-up panel shows the different alternatives (also known as strategies) that a
decision maker will face based on their inputs. Changing the strategy from the pop-up panel
will automatically update the number of stages and will calculate the costs of completion
in the strategy table based on the inputs from the input table.
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DgIndex_VOI_model.xlsx

5/31/2017

Description

Name

Value of Imperfect Information for the Dg technique ($)

itsVOII

Output Table
Value

Skip

Comments

151,750

YES

Purchase the test?

RD_OutputTable

stratName

4 stages completion (standard)

Decision Table
4 stages completion (standard)
Name
4 stages completion (standard)
2 stages completion (improved efficiency)
Do not complete

1
Number
1
2
3

StratNames

Description
Number of stages/perforations
Cost of completion

Name
stages
completionCost

In Use
4
500000

theDecision

Skip

RD_DecisionTable

Strategy Table
Strategy-Dependent Decisions, by Strategy
1
2
3
4
2
0
500,000
250,000
0

4

StrategyTable

Parameters
Constants
Thousand
Million

Units

Name

Input Table
In Use
Index

#
#

thousand
million

$
#

drillingCost
NoStagesPerfo

1,250,000
4

$
$
$
%
%
%
%

successfulWell
perStageCost
sidewallCoring
dgAccuracy
CompletionEfficiency
probPresentFrac
probOpenFrac

5,000,000
125,000
38,500
0.8214
0.5
0.5
0.5

Low

Base

High

Override

1000

Description

Thousand
Million

1000000

Skip

skip
skip

Parameters with No Uncertainty
Cost to drill
Number of Stages/Perforations without Dg indicator
Model Uncertainties
Expected revenue from a successful well
Cost of completion per stage/perforation
Cost of sidewall coring and thin sections (for 30 samples)
Accuracy of Dg indicator
Expected improvement in completion efficiency after Dg
Probability fractures are present
Probability fractures are open

TheLabel

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

TheIndex

2,000,000
50,000
33,500
55%
25%
30%
30%

5,000,000
125,000
38,500
82%
50%
50%
50%

10,000,000
200,000
43,500
95%
75%
70%
70%

TheRange

Figure 14: The user-interface of the degradation index VOI model. The black values are
calculated by the model and the blue values are user inputs.
3.2.1 COST TO DRILL
The cost to drill will not have an effect on the VOI. This is reasonable since the
drilling costs are sunk costs (past irrevocable allocation of resources) by the time we need
to evaluate the formation and decide which tests to purchase, and therefore should not
change our decision on purchasing the degradation index. However, the drilling costs are
included as a parameter in the model to help it automatically decide on the alternative with
the highest expected monetary value. In practice, total drilling costs can vary greatly from
DgIndex_VOI_model.xlsx
play
to play and even within the same playInputs
depending on many factors such as the total1
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depth, well design, drilling fluids, and costs of labor and drilling crew. Horizontal wells
are more expensive to drill than vertical wells, and the drilling costs of onshore vertical
wells per vertical depth ($ per foot) in 2016 ranged between $100 to $150 (U.S. EIA, 2016).
Since calculating the total drilling costs is beyond the scope of this thesis, I used an average
drilling cost of $125 per vertical depth ($ per foot) in the base case scenario. For a typical
onshore vertical well drilled into a tight-gas sandstone formation with a depth of 10,000’,
the drilling costs is therefore averaged at US$ 1,250,000.

3.2.2 EXPECTED REVENUE FROM A SUCCESSFUL WELL
The expected revenue from a successful well is an important parameter in
determining whether the test will be material or not. If the upside potential is greater,
decision makers will be willing to accept higher risks to realize the upside potential. The
expected revenue from a successful well is highly variable and depends on many factors
such as the expected reserves, the expected recovery factor, and the operational costs.
Estimating the expected revenue from a successful well can be done by forecasting the cash
flow of the well or by calculating its fair market value, and both methods are common
industry practices. However, since the VOI model was built as a generic tool and is not tied
to a specific play, I used an expected return on investment of 4:1, which is common for
unconventional wells. In the base case scenario, the expected revenue from a successful
well is US$ 5,000,000.
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3.2.3 COST OF COMPLETION
Typically, completion costs account for 25-50% of well cost in vertical wells, and
can be up to 70% of well costs in horizontal wells (U.S. EIA, 2016). The actual costs of
completion are highly variable and depends on many factors such as the costs of liners,
tubing, Christmas trees, packers, the type and grade of frack-proppants, frack fluids, and
other costs associated with labor and equipment. The costs of completion per stage can
range from US$ 50,000 to US$ 200,000 or more, but the average is approximated at US$
125,000 (Baihly et al., 2013). Since estimating the costs of completion is beyond the scope
of this work, I used the average cost of US$ 125,000 per stage in the base case scenario.
The model can also support using the cost and number of perforations instead of
completion stages.
Another input in the model is the number of completion stages (or perforations),
which is also highly variable and depends on the geology and design of the well. Vertical
wells are commonly completed with four stages, and that is the number of stages that I
used in the base case scenario.
Also, I included the expected improvement in completion efficiency after
calculating the degradation index as an input in the model. In the base case scenario, I
assumed an improvement efficiency of 50%, from four completion stages to two
completion stages as a result of purchasing the degradation index. This is based on
historical data, where only about 50% of the total number of perforations were open and
conductive, in which nonfunctioning perforations are usually placed in nonproductive
layers in the formation (SPE International, 2015). If the decision maker assumes no
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improvement in completion efficiency, then the only driver of value for the degradation
index will be the cost savings of not completing the interval when the degradation index
predicts sealed fractures.

3.2.4 COST OF ACQUIRING THE DATA
In the degradation index, the costs of acquiring the data include the costs of
acquiring sidewall cores, the costs of making thin sections, the costs of performing standard
point counting procedures, and the costs of actually calculating the degradation values. I
am neglecting the costs of calculating the degradation values since they are minimal once
degradation values are calibrated for a specific play or region. The costs of calculating
degradation values are discussed in more details in the conclusion section.
For a typical onshore vertical well drilled into a tight-gas sandstone formation with
a depth of 10,000 ft, the cost to acquire 30 sidewall cores was estimated at US$ 27,500 and
US$ 37,500 by two operators (Table 2). In the model. I used those two values in the low
input and the high input, respectively, and used their average in the base input. Table 2 also
shows the costs per sample for a rush order of standard thin-section preparation and point
counting. The costs of acquiring sidewall cores, making thin sections, and performing
standard point counting procedures add up to US$ 38,500. The cost to acquire the data is
not a parameter used to calculate the VOI, but it will affect the model’s recommendation
of whether to purchase the test or not.
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Type of costs

Company

Haliburton

Sidewall cores
AHWireline

Thin sections
and standard
point counting

Description of costs

Costs ($)

Depth service charge

10,000

Per core/sample

500

Additional open hole services

2,500

Total costs for 30 sidewall cores

27,500

Setup

2,500

Depth and Survey

5,000

Price per Core/sample

1,000

Total costs for 30 sidewall cores

37,500

Average costs for 30 sidewall cores

32,500

Average cost per sample for a rush order of standard
thin-section preparation and point counting

200

Average total costs to acquire data for the degradation index (for 30
samples)

38,500

Table 2: Breakdown of the costs to acquire data for the degradation index. The costs to
acquire sidewall cores and thin sections were estimated by two operators:
Haliburton (Donald Westacott, personal communication, 2017) and
AHWireline (Larry Albert, personal communication, 2017).
3.2.5 PROBABILITIES FRACTURES ARE PRESENT AND ARE OPEN
The probabilities we assign to the presence of macrofractures and to the quality of
those fractures are important in determining how valuable predicting them would be. These
probabilities should represent our state of knowledge, and a probability of 0.5 should be
assigned if we don’t know what we will encounter. In the base case scenario, I assigned a
0.5 value for the probability macrofractures are present and are open and conductive.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
4.1 Modeling the VOI
In this thesis, I used decision analysis and Bayes’ theorem to perform a Value of
Information (VOI) analysis on the practical applications of using the degradation index
technique to predict open versus sealed fractures. In the special case of risk neutrality, the
linear function of risk-neutrality means that the certain equivalent is equal to the expected
monetary value or the probability-weighted average of a all the possible outcomes (Howard
and Abbas, 2015).
Therefore, the model calculates the VOI as the expected monetary value with free
information less the expected monetary value without information (Equation 6).

4.1.1 CRITERIA OF A VALUE-ADDING TEST
The practical applications of the degradation index meet all the four criteria of a
value adding test. First, the degradation index is observable, a decision maker will be able
to observe the results prior to making a completion decision.
Second, the degradation index is relevant and dependent. As I showed earlier, a
relationship between the observable diagenetic history of the host rock and the state of
macrofractures has been established and therefore the degradation index has the ability to
change the decision maker’s beliefs about the distinction of interest.
Third, the degradation index is material. Assuming that the decision maker is risk
neutral, the degradation index technique meets this criterion since our recommendation is
to use its results to guide the decision maker’s completion decision making.
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Fourth, the degradation index is economic using the parameters of the base case
scenario. The added value from using the degradation index was US$ 151,750, and that is
greater than the cost to acquire the data that was estimated at US$ 38,500.

4.1.2 INFLUENCE DIAGRAM
An influence diagram of the practical applications of using fracture prediction
methods to improve the efficiency of completion programs is shown in Figure 15. In the
case of the degradation index technique, the value of the technique comes from cutting
costs through a more effective and more efficient completion programs.
As we can see in Figure 15, the drilling program in this model is influenced by the
geology, engineering, testing program (which data to collect), and the well budget. After
resolving all those uncertainties and deciding on the drilling program, the decision maker
will have to decide on the completion design. The completion design is influenced by the
interpretation of the acquired tests and data, the cost of completion, and the well budget as
well.
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Figure 15: The influence diagram for purchasing the degradation index technique. The
uncertainties highlighted in red are resolved prior to the decision and
uncertainties highlighted in yellow.
4.1.3 DECISION DIAGRAM
The decision diagram in Figure 16 represents the sequence of decisions and
surrounding uncertainties that the decision maker faces when trying to decide whether to
purchase the degradation index technique or not. In this model, the highlighted
uncertainties that need to be resolved prior to making the purchase decision are also the
parameters that go into calculating the VOI of the degradation index technique.
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Figure 16: The decision diagram for purchasing the degradation index technique.
4.1.4 DECISION TREES
Figure 17 shows an application of Bayes inference when we flip the probability tree
of the degradation index accuracy from the assessed to the inferential form. In this case,
we have the special case of having a 0.5 probability for the prior (probability fractures are
open and conductive). As a result, the likelihood (the probability that the degradation index
shows open/sealed given that fractures are open/sealed) here is equal to the pre-posterior
(the probability that fractures are open/sealed given that the degradation index shows
open/sealed).
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Assessed Form
Fractures present (P)

Fractures open (O)

Inferential Form
Dg (D)

p(POD)

Dg shows "Open"
0.82

Fractures present (P)

0.18
Dg shows "sealed"
Dg shows "Open"
0.18

0.18
Fractures present
0.50

0.04465

Fractures sealed
Fractures open

0.04465
0.04465

0.18
0.50
Dg shows "sealed"

Fractures sealed
0.82
Dg shows "sealed"

0.20535

0.82

0.20535

Fractures sealed
0.50

0.50

Fractures absent

0.50

Fractures absent

Dg accuracy when it Indicates Open
Dg accuracy when it Indicates Sealed
Probability of Dg to show open

Figure 17:

0.20535

0.04465

0.50

0.50

p(POD)

Fractures open
Dg shows "Open"
0.50

0.50

0.50

Fractures open (O)
0.82

Fractures open

Fractures present

Dg (D)

0.20535

0.82
0.82
0.50

Reversing the assessment order of the degradation index accuracy from the
assessed form to the inferential form.

The decision tree for the purchase of the degradation index is shown in Figure 18.
Decision nodes are represented by squares and uncertainty nodes are represented by ovals.
The model is built so that decision nodes will automatically choose the alternative with the
highest CE. If the degradation index does not hold the possibility of changing our decision,
then the model will give a VOI of "Not Material" which means the test is worth zero.
The cumulative distribution function (cdf) in Figure 19 summarizes the outcomes
of the decision tree in Figure 18. The cdf shows that the degradation index minimizes the
worst outcomes and maximizes the best outcomes.
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Joint Probabilities Outcomes
Fractures open
$ 5,000,000

0.250

$ 3,250,000

0.250

$ (1,750,000)

0.500

$ (1,750,000)

0.000

$ (1,250,000)

0.205

$ 3,461,500

0.045

$ (1,538,500)

0.250

$ (1,538,500)

0.000

$ (1,288,500)

0.000

$ 3,211,500

0.000

$ (1,788,500)

0.000

$ (1,788,500)

0.500

$ (1,288,500)

0.50

Fractures present
0.50
Do not buy Dg
CE
$

(500,000)

$

(1,250,000)

$ (500,000)
4 stages completion (standard)
$ (500,000)
1.00
1.00

$
Do not complete
$ (1,250,000)

$
Fractures sealed

0.50

$
0.50
Fractures absent

0.00
Fractures open
$ 5,000,000

0.82

Fractures present
CE without Dg
CE with free Dg

$
$

750,000
901,750

VOII =

$

151,750

VOII - Cost =

$

113,250

$
515,000
2 stages completion
$ (250,000)
1.00

0.50
$
Fractures sealed

0.18

$
0.50
Fractures absent

Dg shows "Open"
0.50
$
Do not complete
$ (1,288,500)

Buy Dg
CE

$

(1,288,500)

$

(386,750)

0.00
Fractures open
$ 5,000,000

1.00

0.18

Fractures present
$ (1,342,000)
4 stages completion (standard)
$ (500,000)
0.00

0.50
$
Fractures sealed
$
0.50
Fractures absent

0.82

0.50
Dg ahows "sealed"
$
Do not complete
$ (1,288,500)

1.00

Decision nodes automatically choose the alternative with the highest CE
If the Dg test does not hold the possibility to change our decision, the model will give a VoII of "Not Material" which means the test is worth $0

Figure 18: The decision tree for the purchase of the degradation index.

Figure 19: The cumulative distribution function (cdf) for the purchase of the degradation
index.
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4.2 Insights from Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis (tornado diagram) was performed for the base case scenario
(Figure 20). Tornado diagrams identify primary sources of risk. In the base case scenario,
the VOI of the degradation index is most sensitive to the completion costs, the accuracy of
the degradation index, the expected revenue from a successful well, and the probabilities
we assign to the state and presence of fractures in this order. Those five parameters hold
the possibility of driving the VOI of the degradation index to zero.
In addition, a sensitivity analysis was performed for each parameter that went into
calculating the VOI, where I fix all parameters except one to test the sensitivity of the VOI
to that specific parameter.
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Value of Imperfect Information for the Dg Index ($)
Base value = 151,750
0
Completion Costs per stage

Accuracy of the Dg Index
Expected revenue from a
successful well

100,000

Probability fractures are
present

70%

82%

51%

2,000,000

5,000,000

68%

30%

50%

84%

50%

97%

50%

100%

30%

25%

75%

Variation
Base Value Explained
30%

95%

10,000,000

400,000

125,000

200,000

55%

70%

Figure 20:

300,000

50,000

Probability fractures are
open

Expected improvement in
completion efficiency after
Dg

200,000

The sensitivity analysis (tornado diagram) of the base case scenario of the
degradation index VOI. The red font represents the low input, and blue font
represent the high input. This tornado diagram was made using TorPix, an
Excel add-in developed by the Strategic Decisions Group©.
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Sensitivity Analysis : Value of Imperfect Information for the degradation index ($)
Base value: 151,750
Base

Low

High

Description
Completion Costs
per stage
Accuracy of the Dg
Index
Expected revenue
from a successful
well
Probability fractures
are open
Probability fractures
are present
Expected
improvement in
completion
efficiency after Dg
Cost to acquire the
data

Table 3:

Contribution

Cumulative

Input

Input

Output

Input

Output

Swing

to total
uncertainty

contribution

125,000

50,000

0

200,000

376,750

376,750

30%

30%

82%

55%

0

95%

312,500

312,500

21%

51%

5,000,000

2,000,000

285,700

10,000,000

0

285,700

17%

68%

50%

30%

273,190

70%

0

273,190

16%

84%

50%

30%

241,050

70%

0

241,050

13%

97%

50%

25%

89,250

75%

214,250

125,000

3%

100%

38,500

33,500

151,750

43,500

151,750

0

0%

100%

The inputs that went into making the the sensitivity analysis (tornado
diagram) of the base case scenario of the degradation index VOI (Figure
20). Each row represents a variable in the model. Tornado diagrams are
constructed by using low and high values for each variable to calculate the
net present value, and the difference is recorded as the swing. The
contribution to total uncertainty is proportional to the squares of individual
input swings. The larger the contribution to total uncertainty, the more
important that particular input is.

4.2.1 VOI SENSITIVITY TO COMPLETION COSTS
Figure 21 shows the VOI sensitivity to the expected revenue from a successful well.
As shown in Figure 21, the sensitivity curve can be divided into four phases. In phase 1,
the cost to complete is cheap and the model will always choose to complete, which makes
the degradation index not material. In phase 2, the model will only choose not to complete
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after acquiring the degradation index and when it indicates that fractures are sealed. In this
phase, as the cost to complete gets more expensive, the savings from using the degradation
index becomes greater until it reaches its highest VOI when the cost to complete per stage
is between US$ 300,000 and US$ 350,000. In phase 3, the model will only complete after
acquiring the degradation index and when it indicates that fractures are open. In this phase,
as the cost to compete get more expensive, the VOI of the degradation index decreases.
Finally, in phase 4, the model will always choose not to complete and therefore the
degradation index is not material. In summary, the degradation index is valuable under a
wide range of completion costs in the base case scenario: from US$ 125,000 per stage to
just over US$ 950,000 per stage.
Sensitivity to completion costs
800

1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Value of Information (000s $)

700

600

500

400

300

200

100

0
0

100,000

200,000

300,000

400,000

500,000

600,000

700,000

Cost per stage (Million $s)

800,000

900,000

1,000,000

1,100,000

1,200,000

Dg Index VOI

Figure 21: VOI sensitivity to completion costs. The red dashed line is the cost to acquire
data.
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4.2.2 VOI SENSITIVITY TO THE TEST ACCURACY
Figure 22 shows the VOI sensitivity to the accuracy of the degradation index. This
symmetric shape of the curve is expected, and the worst possible accuracy of any test is
50%. A test with a 10% accuracy is actually a 90% accurate test that needs to be calibrated.
As we can see in Figure 22, the degradation index is only valuable at accuracies higher
than 80% (and similarly less than 20%) using the base case parameters. At an accuracy of
100%, the VOPI for the degradation index is US$ 375,000. As shown in Figure 22, the
VOI of a 90% accurate degradation index is much lower than 90% of the VOPI, and the
VOI curve decline steeply until it reaches zero at accuracies lower than 80%.
Sensitivity to Accuracy of the Dg Index
400

Value of Information (000s $)

350

300

250

200

150

100

50

0
0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

Dg Test Sensitivity {"O"|O,&}

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

Dg Index VOI

Figure 22: VOI sensitivity to the accuracy of the degradation index. The red dashed line
is the cost to acquire data.
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4.2.3 VOI SENSITIVITY TO EXPECTED REVENUE FROM A SUCCESSFUL WELL
Figure 23 shows the VOI sensitivity to the expected revenue from a successful well.
Once again, we can divide the sensitivity curve into four phases, in which each phase
represents a different set of decisions. In phase 1, the model will always choose not to
complete and therefore the degradation index is not material and its VOI is zero. In phase
2, the model will only complete after acquiring the degradation index and when it indicates
that fractures are open. In phase 3, the model will only choose not to complete after
acquiring the degradation index and when it indicates that fractures are sealed. In phase 4,
where the expected revenue from a successful well gets high, the model will always choose
to complete and therefore the degradation index is not material. In overall, the degradation
index is only valuable when the expected revenue from a successful well is less than US$
5,750,000 using the base case parameters.
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Figure 23: VOI sensitivity to the expected revenue from a successful well. The red
dashed line is the cost to acquire data.
4.2.4 VOI SENSITIVITY TO THE PRIOR
Figure 24 shows the VOI sensitivity to the probability fractures are open and to the
probability fractures are present. The sensitivity curve in Figure 24 exhibits a similar
behavior to the previous sensitivity curve in Figure 23, where each phase represents a
different set of decisions. In phase 1, where the probabilities of the prior are extremely
small, the model will always choose not to complete and therefore the degradation index
is not material and its VOI is zero. In phase 2, the model will only complete after acquiring
the degradation index and when it indicates that fractures are open. In this phase, the VOI
increases as the probabilities of the prior increase from 0.03 to 0.2, where it reaches its
highest value. The VOI decreases then as the probabilities of the prior increase in phase 3
until it becomes not material at a probability of 0.55 for open fractures and a probability of
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0.58 for present fractures. In phase 4, where the probabilities of the prior are high, the
degradation index is not material because the model will always choose to complete. In
overall, the degradation index is only valuable when the probabilities of the prior are
approximately less than 0.55 using the base case parameters.
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Figure 24: VOI sensitivity to the probabilities of the prior. The red dashed line is the cost
to acquire data.
4.2.5 SOME GEOLOGIC LIMITATIONS
One limitation of the degradation index is that it is currently more useful in
siliciclastic formations than carbonate or shale formations, partly owing to a more complete
understanding of the systematics of diagenesis in sandstones. Most of the data used to test
the practical applications of using postkinematic cement as a surrogate to predict
macrofracture quality come from siliciclastic formations in oil and gas reservoirs. Laubach
(2003), for example, used samples from 21 siliciclastic formations, 4 dolomite units, and 2
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limestone units. While concluding that the surrogate approach is feasible in carbonate
rocks, Laubach (2003) states that it can be problematic because of challenges in
discriminating prekinematic and postkinematic phases such as calcite, anhydrite, and
dolomite. Even with the recent developments in SEM- CL along with other SEM-based
imaging methods (see Ukar and Laubach, 2016), the issue of discriminating between
prekinematic and postkinematic phases in carbonate host rocks remains at large. Further
work is required to test the practical applications of using postkinematic cement as a
surrogate to predict fracture quality in carbonate rocks.
Moreover, in the absence of any observations of large fractures, or of cement timing
relations within them, the timing of cement deposits relative to fracture formation is
unknown. Some rock types or areas may lack fractures entirely (Laubach et al., 2009; Ellis
et al., 2012). Separate identification of fracture-prone rock types is advisable. In some
instances, observations of microfractures can provide this information, but a few sampled
large fractures is preferable. If such fractures contain textures such as crack-seal bridges,
it may be possible to deduce the timing and origin of that fracture set (i.e., Becker et al.,
2010; Fall et al., 2015; English and Laubach, 2017), which can be helpful for predicting
where in the basin other fractures may occur. In addition, if more than one fracture set is
present, the relative timing of cements and the index needs to be calculated for each fracture
set.
The degradation index itself is a ratio of small values. While this amplifies signals
that are present in the rock-mass porosity that are otherwise not obvious, it may also result
in several drawbacks. As a ratio of cement in the rock mass, we need to keep in mind that
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the degradation index is a proxy for fracture observation. No information is provided about
the size and the presence or absence of fractures. In addition, if the rock contains no
porosity and no postkinematic cement, high degradation may be present (or absent) but
unrecognizable. In effect, the rock lacks the capacity to detect postkinematic cement. This
problem may be prevalent in shales (Gale et al., 2014). The small intergranular volume,
and the even smaller host rock volume mean that the capacity of the host rock pore space
to record damaging cement is limited and may be absent. In other words, a 0.25-mm-wide
pore may fill up, but a 10-cm-wide fracture might still be open.
Finally, another limitation of the degradation index is that it is a qualitative
predictor unless calibrated against fracture observations. The amount of postkinematic
cement required to seal a specific fracture system depends on several attributes such as
fracture abundance, size, connectivity and spatial distribution. In principle, these attributes
needs to be measured separately and then calibrated within a region or a play to establish
the impact of a given degradation value (Laubach, 2003). In practice, it is more feasible for
a company to invest in research that aims to calibrate the degradation index in a specific
region if they are planning to drill many wells, rather than having a plan to drill one or two
wells.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION AND FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
5.1 The value of Value of Information
In this thesis, I applied a multidisciplinary approach to evaluate the technical
effectiveness and economic value of a fracture characterization method, the degradation
index, that uses limited core information (including sidewall cores) to diagnose the
presence or absence of open fractures. Using the principles of decision analysis and Bayes’
theorem I built a Microsoft Excel© model that will perform a VOI analysis for fracture
prediction methods.
An accuracy assessment was conducted for the degradation index using degradation
index profiles for wells from the Mesaverde Group Sandstones of the Piceance Basin in
Colorado, the Wolfcamp sandstone in West Texas, the Weber sandstone of the Rangeley
Field in Colorado, and the Frontier Formation of Green River Basin in Wyoming. The
accuracy of the degradation index was calculated at around 82%. Under the assumption of
risk-neutrality (Howard and Abbas, 2015) and using the base case parameters, the VOI for
the degradation index was calculated at US$ 151,750, which is greater than the cost to
acquire the data that was estimated at US$ 38,500. The VOI of the degradation index is
most sensitive to the completion costs, the accuracy of the degradation index, the expected
revenue from a successful well, and the probabilities we assign to the state and presence of
fractures in this order. Those five parameters hold the possibility of driving the VOI of the
degradation index to zero.
There are a number of challenges that arose in applying VOI analysis to fracture
prediction methods. One of the greatest challenges is a symptom of reservoir fracture
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analysis generally. Fractures are hard to analyze by existing or conventional methods, so it
follows that comparing a new fracture characterization method to existing methods is
problematic. It was not possible, for example, to compare the value of our indirect but
systematic prediction of open versus sealed fractures to an industry standard method from
assessing the presence or absence of open fractures, because no such systematic industry
method exists. Likewise, we could not compare the economic value of our method to the
value from alternative methods, since no such alternatives exist.
Another challenge that is in principle solvable was finding a suitable data set that
can be used to demonstrate the effects of fracture occlusion on production responses and
how they correlate to degradation values. Such data sets exist, and support the results of
our study, but they are very limited owing to industry practice of commingling production
from zones that (our methods show) have either open or sealed natural fractures. A
conclusion of this study is that industry needs to consider collecting zone-specific
production data tied to natural fracture analysis. The potential for improved development
economics is outlined in this thesis. A related challenge was finding specific fields and a
specific wells where all the data was available to perform a VOI analysis. I overcame those
challenges by using example well pairs from the Wolfcamp sandstone in West Texas to
show the effects of natural fractures on production, and by building a generic VOI model
that is applicable to the needs of decision makers.
In conclusion, the VOI analysis is a powerful tool for quantifying the expected
return on investment in information gathering activities. This thesis, along with the
accompanying Microsoft Excel© file, provides a useful workflow and a readily adapted
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model that will allow decision makers to calculate the value of information using playspecific geologic and cost parameters to evaluate any fracture prediction technology or test.

5.2 Future work
There are many important areas for future work that can be covered in more detail.
One of those important areas is testing the practical applications of using postkinematic
cement as a surrogate to predict fracture quality in carbonate rocks. Currently, the
degradation index is limited when it comes to carbonate rocks, and therefore this work
focused on the practical applications of the degradation index in siliciclastic rocks.
An interesting area for further work would be a pilot project where the degradation
index is implemented in under a petroleum industry operational setting and timetable. This
can provide useful insights on the practicality of the degradation index and the challenges
that might arise when implementing it in a well that is being drilled and a decision maker
that is waiting on the results.
Part of the costs to acquire data for the degradation index is the cost to prepare thin
sections and perform point counting procedures. These costs are low compared with other
relevant oilfield considerations, but additional work can be done to better evaluate the
practicality of preparing thin sections and performing point counting procedures on-site
versus off-site specialized labs. In this thesis, I calculated the costs assuming an off-site
lab, but for a company that is drilling multiple wells, it will be much cheaper and more
efficient to prepare the thin sections and perform the point counting procedures on-site.
Moreover, further work might be required to estimate the costs of actually calculating
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degradation values. These costs may include possible consultation fees and can be highly
variable. In this thesis, I ignored the costs to actually calculate degradation values as I
considered these costs intangible.
Additional work can also be done to evaluate the practicality of using cuttings as a
source of data instead of sidewall cores. Cuttings are the broken bits of rocks that are
screened out of the drilling mud and in some geologic settings can be readily calibrated to
source depths with some degree of uncertainty. Some drilling operations yield fairly large
cuttings that can be analyzed for cement content, and some postkinematic cements such as
ferroan calcite and ankerite can be highlighted by chemical stains so that their presence is
apparent even in small samples. Preparing thin sections from drilling cuttings is possible,
where cuttings are vacuum impregnated for thin sectioning. If using cuttings to acquire the
degradation index proved to be practical, that would significantly cut down the costs and
time of acquiring the degradation index and expand the sample coverage in most wells.
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APPENDIX 1: FURTHER COMMENTS ON CEMENT
PRECIPITATION
Synkinematic Cement
Early cement precipitation can be identified with confidence in most fractures.
Synkinematic cement can be defined by the formation of a crack-seal texture, a
deformation mechanism in where cement participates in fractures and then is cracked by
subsequent fracture re-opening. The repeated fracture widening and resealing by
subsequent cement precipitation produces a characteristic texture of synkinematic cement
(Laubach et al., 2004b). The mechanism that produces crack-seal texture and its
implications are extensively studied and well established in literature (see Hulin, 1929;
Durney and Ramsay, 1973; Ramsay, 1980; Cox and Etheridge, 1983; Fisher and Brantley,
1992; Lander and Laubach, 2015 and references therein).
Crack-seal texture is commonly present in quartz in siliciclastic rocks, in dolomite
bridges in dolomites, and in calcite-lined fractures in limestone (Laubach, 2003). Thanks
to recent developments in scanning electron microscope-based cathodoluminescence
(SEM- CL) along with other SEM-based imaging methods, it is now easier to identify
crack-seal and cement growth textures in calcite and dolomite deposits in fractures (Ukar
and Laubach, 2016). In siliciclastic rocks, for example, sharp and broken walls of fractures
are commonly visible, and are preserved under a veneer of early cement precipitation
(Laubach, 2003).
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Postkinematic Cement
In contrast to synkinematic cements, which exhibit evidence of precipitation during
fracture opening and have crack-seal textures, postkinematic cements merely fill static
voids within macrofractures. It often precipitates on top of synkinematic cements along
fracture walls and simply fill static voids around mineral bridges and crack-seal texture. In
the absence of macrofractures, a rock’s primary and secondary pores can provide evidence
of postkinematic cements that are lacking in microfractures (Laubach, 2003).
Microfractures are more prone to seal than pores under the same burial conditions, and as
a result, pores can potentially be a more accurate record of postfracture deposits in the rock
and nearby macrofractures (Laubach, 2003).
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APPENDIX 2: VOI MODEL
The Microsoft Excel© VOI model for fracture prediction methods is available online and
accessible at: https://doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.5270770.v1
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